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introduction

introduction

Generations of Success
Building on our rich history, we aim for continuous
improvement through fresh and innovative ideas.
At Medalounger we actively look for ways to create
products that fulfill our customers’ ne eds, whilst
maintaining a focus on reducing our environmental
impact. To achieve this, we carefully manage every step
of the production process.
This begins with product design, which is led by Bram
Vandendriessche, the 3rd generation in our family
business, to production and assembly at our premises in
China and Europe.
I t i s t hi s p a s s i o n fo r f u r ni t u re t h a t h a s g i v e n
Medalounger more than half a century of success and
we embrace that in everything we do.
Above all, at Medalounger we believe we should make

Apollo 6288
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a positive impact on everyone and everything
connected to our business.
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Introducing the new range of

Modulax Recliners

Adjustable seat height
3rd motor offers 8 degrees of
inclination to fit seat height to your comfort.

Adjustable headrest
42 degrees range of adjustment.
Adjustable footrest
Folds under the seat for a sleek look.

Adjustable backrest
Adjust to your desired position.

3 Motor recliner
Featuring the latest in recliner technology.

Zero gravity position
Improves blood circulation, which relaxes the heart.

Pandora 6266
Turning base
With automatic stop after 300 degrees rotation.
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Optional battery
Easy access to charge the recliner and freedom to place it anywhere.

Integrated remote control
With a modern and attractive design.
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Handheld Remote Control
With a modern, attractive design.

Lift Mechanism
All 3-motor Modulax recliners are also available with
a power lift mechanism! This raises the whole chair to
help you stand up with minimum stress to your body.

Adjustable headrest

Please note:
When the lift function is activated, the turning base
will automatically stop rotating for your safety.

Adjustable footrest

The usual 3rd motor function with ‘heart balance
position’ is replaced by the lift function. It is not
possible to have both in the same recliner.

Adjustable backrest
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Pandora 6266
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Quality Matters
At Medalounger we are focused not only
on meeting our customers’ quality standards,
but also our own.
For us, it is a matter of pride and reputation. As
a family business, a problem with quality is a
personal matter.
As such, we have a strict quality control process
at our production facility, from the raw material
inputs all the way to the finished product.
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Our Selection
Sourcing fabrics from European companies ensures
we have the best quality on the market, as well as
the latest styles and trends.
Our leather comes from carefully selected Italian
and Brazilian tanneries, where only the finest hides
are chosen specifically for our products.
From imported hardwood from renewable forests
to high resistance foam produced according to
European quality standard, the simplest details
have high significance for us.
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Apollo 6288
Ageless
We created a product that speaks to people
across generations. There is a youthful, fresh
feel to the design, but the models hold the
ability to relate to customers of any age or
background.
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Adonis 6299
Relaxing
Above all, the purpose of a recliner is to be the
most relaxing piece of furniture in a home. We
believe these recliners absolutely fulfill this goal.
Years of research have gone into finding the
optimum combination of filling for a well-supported,
comfortable feel.
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Pandora 6266
Authentic
Our combination of materials, quality and
functionalities gives each recliner a special
and unique aesthetic.
Sit back, relax and enjoy the comfort of the
modern and classic Pandora.
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Iris 6267
Adaptable
One of our favourite things about this
collection is its flexibility. Each model can be
placed comfortably in almost any style of decor,
alone or together with other furniture, and it
will look right at home. There is a place for one
of our recliners in every home.
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Saturn 6275
Enduring
Every element of these recliners is made
of the highest quality available. Every bolt,
screw, cable and mechanism… every piece
of wood, leather, fabric and thread… so
much goes into every single part, and the
result is something truly built to last.
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Zeus 6280
Heart Balance
All the Modulax recliners have a zero
gravity function.
In the fully reclined and inclined position,
the feet of the user will be at the same
level as the heart, this improves the blood
circulation, and gives the heart a rest.
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Hera 6297
Comforting
Years of research have gone into finding the
optimal combination of filling for a wellsupported, comfortable feel. Our high level
range of fabrics and leathers contributes to
the comfort and creates a pleasant feel.
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Poseidon 6304
Stylish
All the models have a high aesthetic
appeal and will become the eyecatching feature of your living space.
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Eros 6310
Manual Adjustable Headrest
Every Modulax with 3 motors has a manual
adjustable headrest with the capacity to lock
in 16 different positions, this broad spectrum
will ensure every one to find their favorite
angle to rest.
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Plutus 6309
Solid Foundations
A good product must be built on solid foundations.
This is why we chose to use German-designed
motors and mechanisms in all our recliners. This
gives us a strong, reliable base on which to craft
our designs, using the latest in recliner technology.
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Mercurius 6330
Electrical Adjustable Headrest
Every Modulax with 4 motors has an electrical
adjustable headrest, which is controlled by
additional side buttons and our 4th motor.
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Ergo 6322
Memory Function
Our model Ergo has a memory function. With
this system you will be able to go back to your
most relaxing position to rest. Its home button
features a fast closing system which activates
all motors to go back to the closed position.
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Neptunus 6358
Battery
All Modulax models have the option to add
an integrated battery. The cable free look
allows the recliner to stand anywhere!
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James 6302
ManualVersion
A simple, easy-to-use lever controls the reclining
backrest and the model has a separate
footrest. The recliner and footrest are both finished
with the gorgeous, wooden side panels, which offer
a wonderful contrast in colour and texture.
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Luciano 6350
ManualVersion
A simple, easy-to-use lever controls the reclining
backrest and the model comes with a separate
footrest.
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